
The Freedom Inspire Collection of 
accessible showers and pans delivers 
convenience and practicality with an 
elevated, modern design. 

Aging in place is a personal choice that  
is possible with the right adaptations. 
Your space should reflect your needs 
perfectly and gracefully. 

You will feel inspired by the collection’s 
modern, sleek design with additional 
accessory and accessibility options.  
Your bathroom oasis can be 
conveniently accessible.

THE NEW FREEDOM  
INSPIRE COLLECTION
Inspiring independence and modern design.



Experience a newly inspired shower design. Transform your bathtub or shower into your very
own accessible space. Choosing an accessible roll-in shower that meets your custom needs,  
and complements your design style is easy with our new Inspire Collection.

The Freedom Inspire Showers still have 
the same great features of our Classic 
Freedom Showers including:

•  Low 7/8" roll-in threshold that our 
customers love for easy access

•  5-piece construction for easy  
remodeling projects

•  Available in left or right drain  
so replacing a bathtub is easy

•  Pre-leveled and reinforced shower  
pan that can be installed easily on 
existing subfloors

•  Full wood backing on the walls for 
installing weight-bearing accessories

• Easy-to-clean applied acrylic finish

• Textured, slip-resistant shower base

Inspire Showers are available in a choice 
of our most popular bathtub replacement 
sizes (60" x 33" or 60" x 37"), and drain 
location options. Customize your shower 
experience to your precise needs by 
choosing from our collection of accessory 
packages for water retention and safety. 

FREEDOM INSPIRE ACCESSIBLE SHOWERS



The Inspire Shower Collection offers 
enhanced features and elevated design 
choices to improve your experience of 
installing and using your shower. 

•  Interlock base and wall design feature 
pieces that all snap together for a secure, 
waterproof fit

•  Clean finish with new mold technique 
means even the back and edges of the 
shower pieces are smooth and easy to 
handle during installation

•  Modern look of 19" x 6" subway tile design 
on the walls

•  Choose just an Inspire Shower Pan if you 
plan to tile your shower walls for a truly 
custom design

•  No-caulk PVC drain with a square, 
chrome finish drain plate is included  
with every shower and pan

•  Large spacious shelving niche on the 
upper wall panel with an opening for a 
handheld shower head and slide bar

•  Accepts shower doors on the barrier free 
threshold

•  Upgraded designer accessory packages 
available with polished stainless-steel 
finishes and a driftwood gray seat



INSPIRING DESIGN AND SAFETY  
OPTIONS FOR AGING IN PLACE.

Taking a shower is something 
everyone should be able to do with 
independence and without fear. 

It is possible to create an oasis at 
home where you can relax and 
feel refreshed. Replace a standard 
bathtub with a shower from our 
Inspire Shower Collection to create  
a beautiful and safe bathroom.


